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“Her understanding of design is incredible, and her 
digital prowess makes her invaluable... She has proven 

to be a cornerstone to her agency’s culture.”
JASON PARTRIDGE  CREATIVE DIRECTOR AT CHEIL CANADA

“Briana is one of the most passionate, hard-working, 
innovative creatives I’ve ever had the pleasure of working 

with... Any organization would be lucky to have her.”
WES WOLCH  COMMUNICATIONS PLANNING DIRECTOR AT CARAT



I can go on here about how I love what I do,  
my dedication to the job... But I’d much  

rather talk to you in person. 

And so. The following document showcases a 
selection of my work. If you like what you see,  

I’d love to hear from you: briana.tegan@gmail.com





RED BULL SOUND SELECT 
An initiative that aims to break music, 
bringing attention to emerging artists  
via currated musical nights hosted by 

industry experts. 

THE ASK 
Create a series of key visuals to reflect 

the nightly genre of the Sound Select 
showcase during the NXNE festival.

THE SOLUTION 
Colours, icons, textures, and patterns 

represent each individual genre, yet  
the use of symmetry and graphic 
placement consistency ensure a  

holistic collective of artwork.





EXCELLENCE CANADA 
An independent, not-for-profit corporation 

dedicated to advancing organizational 
performance across Canada. 

THE ASK 
Rebrand the Excellence Canada website, 

including the addition of a CMS.

THE SOLUTION 
A clean, simple design (to ensure nominal 

effort for client upkeep) that introduces 
ownable images, consistent font styles, 

and a brand relevant colour palette for a 
minimalistic, yet professional website.



RED BULL EVENTS 
Across the nation, Red Bull hosts a series 

of targeted events relevant to the local 
landscapes and culture.  

THE ASK 
Design a look and feel for these events 

including a logo and key visual to be 
adapted to multiple media requirements.

THE SOLUTION 
Research into the local culture, 

competition, athletes, desired audience, 
and event geography ensured a relevant 

and target-attractive design.





CEMENT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA 
Comprised of a collective of companies, CAC 

represents the Canadian cement industry. 

THE ASK 
Create a consumer-facing website that 

positions cement as an attractive and 
sustainable choice.

THE SOLUTION 
A minimalistic design using large, stunning 

photography as the hero design element. 
Strong, clean lines, subtle textures, and muted 

colours reflect the properties of the product.



RED BULL TOUR BUS 
Red Bull Tour Bus is a ’67 GM transit bus 

that transforms into a ground shaking sound 
stage. In 2015, Tour Bus took to the road in a 

cross-country expedition to celebrate the 10th 
anniversary of Dine Alone Records. 

THE ASK 
Create a unique sequence of key visuals  

that can be adapted in each market as wild 
postings, site takeovers, billboards, etc. 

THE SOLUTION 
An understated white text treatment,  

featuring a unique font treatment for each 
artist, on a background of complementing 

colours. Attitude is introduced through a  
spray paint effect.







RED BULL @WORK 
Red Bull wanted to push white collar 

workers to adopt Red Bull as their  
pick-me-up of choice at the office.

THE ASK 
Create a fully integrated campaign, 

including OOH, digital, samping, and 
social, that uses the iconic Red Bull 

cartoon style.

THE SOLUTION 
A series of characters conquering their 
personal afternoon wall - a well-known 

phenomenon whereby energy levels drop 
around 3pm - directly demonstrating the 

benefits of Red Bull at work.











SOMERSBY CIDER 
Somersby is the market leader in the  

Ontario cider category, and second in  
the overall Canadian marketplace.

THE ASK 
Somersby wanted to position their  

product as the cider of summer, with  
the specific ask to own summer. 

THE SOLUTION 
A campaignable idea that encompasses 

the brand’s light-hearted and witty nature. 
Introducing Somersby Notable Hearsay.  
The hugely successful campaign ran for  
two years by way of a large OOH media  

buy during the summer months. 











RED BULL CRASHED ICE 
Red Bull Crashed Ice is the world’s only ice 

cross downhill skate championship  
- the fastest sport on skates.

THE ASK 
Headed to Edmonton for the first time ever in 

2015, Red Bull was looking to create excitement 
and buzz to attract spectators to the event. 

THE SOLUTION 
A succession of visuals pairing extraordinary 

action photography with crisp design, and bold, 
energetic headlines. This series was plasted 

across Edmonton (including subway takovers, 
billboards, on-trade, large format store window 
decals, airport dominations) to raise awareness 

and drive attendance. Over 80,000 people 
turned up to witness the inaugural event.













RED BULL WINGS 
The sampling division of Red Bull that 
aims to get cans in hands across the 
nation, giving wings to all those who 

drink Red Bull. 

THE ASK 
Create an engaging nation-wide  

digital sampling experience.

THE SOLUTION 
A Where’s Waldo inspired digital 

experience that required users to find 
three Red Bull Editions cans hidden in 
a custom illustrated mural - an ode to 
Canadiana and Red Bull events across 

the nation. In less than 24 hours, 10,000 
cans of Red Bull were sampled. 



SOMERSBY FESTIVALS 
Somersby Cider signed several 

sponsorship deals with summer music 
festivals acros the country. 

THE ASK 
Demonstrate the brand pillar of sunny 
togetherness by activating onsite with 

a scalable (and shipable!) footprint that 
resonates with the millenial target.

THE SOLUTION 
An adult version of a ball pit, with large 
inflatable yoga balls, a custom designed 
bar serving festival-specific Somersby 
cocktails, communal picnic tables and 

umbrellas, and highly sought-after swag.  

Watch the Festival Recap Video

https://www.facebook.com/SomersbyCanada/videos/vb.203553363184677/425175547689123/?type=2&theater




AIRBNB 
An online community marketplace for 

people to list, discover, and book unique 
accommodations around the world. 

THE ASK 
Generate awareness of Airbnb during the 
Pan Am games in Toronto by highlighting 

the brand’s promise to Live like a Local.

THE SOLUTION 
A guide to the city that helped visitors 
experience Toronto the way locals do, 
giving them a taste of the experience 

Airbnb users enjoy wherever they travel.

Brand ambassadors were outfitted with 
branded bicycles to get around the city the 

way a local would.







NIKE RUN CLUB 
Nike Run Club (NRC) inspires athletes 
from beginner to marathoner with the 

support of Nike+ experts. 

THE ASK 
Explore an elevated run experience for 
NRC members that focused on a local 

event and / or location.

THE SOLUTION 
As the Toronto Blue Jays headed into 

the play-offs for the first time in over 20 
years, NRC members were treated to a 

once in a life-time experience - a run on 
the Jays’ home field, followed by a night 

of baseball and special guests.







THE LOOP AGENCY  
A staffing agency in Toronto specializing 
in finding and managing good people to 

represent good brands. 

THE ASK 
Create a corporate brand identity that 

feels personable and warm with a strong 
humanistic touch. Because afterall,  

The Loop is in the business of people.

THE SOLUTION 
A bright and sunny design that features 

real brand ambassadors from The Loop’s 
extensive roster. Hand-drawn design 

elements and fonts paired with friendly 
launguage resulted in an approachable 

and charming brand identity.



DAVID BIERKEK 
A Toronto real estate agent that focuses 

on young, first-time home buyers. 

THE ASK 
Develop a brand identity that  

showcases David’s knowledge of  
the Toronto marketplace, positioning  

him as youthful and relevant.

THE SOLUTION 
A flexible, geometric icon that can be 

adapted to fit any requirement - much 
like David’s approach to his business. 

Colourway subtly nods to Drake’s 
influence on T.O.





LCBO VINTAGES 
Vintages is the fine wine and premium 

spirits business unit of the LCBO.

THE ASK 
Design a comprehensive collection of 

packaging to reflect the elevated product 
offerings available at Vintages.

THE SOLUTION 
A rich purple colour palette with intricate 
damask pattern, rounded off with delicate 

flourishes framing the Vintages logo.



RED BULL SUMMER EDITION 
Each year, Red Bull releases a limited time 

Edition flavour for the summer months.

THE ASK 
Create can packaging that lives within  

the Edition family design but is somehow 
differentiated to garner awareness and 

create excitement.

THE SOLUTION 
A subtle ombre gradient respresents a 

summer’s day - blue skies and lush green 
grass. A matte white treatment on the design 

creates texture and differentiation from the 
exising cans within the Editions line.





RED BULL FLYING BACH 
Classical music meets breakdance. 
A live performance featuring world 

renown breakdance crew The Flying 
Steps dancing to the music of  

Johann Sebastian Bach.

THE ASK 
Explore an ambient ad that will 

create awareness of the tour, whilst 
demonstrating the unique event 

concept in a culturally relevant way.

THE SOLUTION 
A large format graffiti mural, created 
in tandem with a local Toronto street 

artists, highlights the culture clash 
that is Red Bull Flying Bach.



RED BULL - EXAM TIME 
Red Bull is an important part of student life, 

particularly during exam time.

THE ASK 
Explore an ambient concept that can reach 
students in their moment of need using an 
authentic and brand-appropriate approach.

THE SOLUTION 
 A witty approach designed to lighten the 

serious mood that accompanies exam time, 
‘emergency’ cans of Red Bull were placed in 
campus libraries,  residence, and cafeterias.



RED BULL SOAPBOX 
Red Bull Soapbox race is a wacky event 

allowing amateur drivers to showcase 
their creativity and innovation through the 

creation and racing of soapbox cars.

THE ASK 
Take inspiration from the light-hearted 

nature of the event and explore an  
out-of-the-box execution to raise  

awareness of the upcoming event.

THE SOLUTION 
Real, custom created signs were placed 

around the streets of Montreal - a 
tongue-in-cheek approach to highlight the 

features of Red Bull Soapbox.



briana.tegan@gmail.com


